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PROFEX SZAKNYELVI VIZSGA
B2 (középfok) – angol nyelv
Szóbeli
Beszédértés

§



MINTATESZT

Oldja meg a két feladatlapot a hallott szöveg alapján. Elérhető pontszám: 20 pont.
Figyelem! A vizsga akkor lehet sikeres, ha a vizsgázó részegységenként legalább 40%-ot teljesít.
Végső megoldásként csak a tintával írt változatot fogadjuk el.
Kérjük, hogy jól gondolja meg a válaszát, mivel bármilyen válaszmódosítás esetén válasza érvénytelen.

MEGOLDÓKULCS
1. szöveg
Scotland votes “no” on independence
The referendum asked only a single question: Should Scotland become an independent country?
Scottish voters have decided, by a large margin, that it should not. After all of the ballots were
counted, "no" had taken 55.3% of the vote, and "yes" only 44.7%.
Alex Salmond, the First Minister of Scotland and leader of the independence campaign, conceded
defeat, and called on "all of Scotland to follow suit in accepting the democratic verdict of the people
of Scotland."
There are a few facts that are key to understanding the referendum's failure. First, the proindependence campaign has never been able to show that it had the support of a majority of Scots.
Second, financial markets reacted negatively to polls showing the pro-independence campaign
gaining ground, which may have convinced some voters that independence was too financially
risky.
The independence referendum had its roots in political differences between Scotland and the rest of
the UK. Scotland is more liberal than the relatively conservative, but wealthy and populous, south
of England. Those differences have led Scottish leaders to push for more independence, in order to
pursue a more liberal political agenda.
But even though the independence referendum wasn't about freeing Scotland from oppression,
national pride still played a role in the campaign. The Yes campaign presented a vote for
independence as a way to show pride in Scotland and belief in its ability to thrive on its own.
However, promises by the leaders of the three major UK parties to grant Scotland greater autonomy
in the event of a "no" vote — the so-called "devo-max" option — may also have persuaded some
undecided voters that full independence wasn't necessary. Right now, the Scottish parliament
already has the right to set and administer Scottish policies in a number of areas, such as health care
and education, but others are "reserved" to the UK parliament at Westminster. Under devo-max, the
Scottish parliament would be given control over most of the reserved matters, with just a few
exceptions, such as those that involve foreign policy or national defense.
Devolution is already a point of contention in UK politics, because England doesn't have its own
parliament, while Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland do. English policy is set by the UK-wide
parliament at Westminster. That means that Scottish MPs get to vote on matters of English policy,
but English MPs don't get to vote on matters that have been devolved to Scotland.
Already, some Conservative MPs have said that they would demand that this question be resolved
before further devolution is granted.
Regardless of how the devo-max debate goes, however, there probably won't be another
independence vote. Alex Salmond has said that the vote was a "once in a lifetime" decision and that
he would not pursue another one if independence failed to gain majority support.
http://www.vox.com/2014/9/19/6425379/scotland-scottish-independence-vote-referendum-result-no
Letöltés ideje: 2014. október 1.(470 szó)
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1. szöveg – feladatlap
I. Karikázza be az egyedüli helyes válasz betűjelét a hallott szöveg alapján! Az elsőt példaként
megoldottuk. Elérhető pontszám: 5 pont
0. The referendum asked:
A Should Scotland become an independent country?
B Should Scotland remain part of the UK?
C Should Scotland be granted more devolution?
D Should Scotland become a republic?
1. The results of the referendum were the following: the opponents of independence won
A by a narrow margin.
B by 54.7 % to 45.3%.
C by 55.3% to 44.7%.
D by 15% of the votes.
2. Alex Salmond
A won his campaign.
B wants Scotland to continue to fight for independence.
C does not want to accept defeat.
D asked all of Scotland to accept the results of the referendum.
3. The failure of the referendum may be explained partly by the fact that
A the campaign eventually lost the support of the majority of Scottish people.
B the pro-independence campaign has never convinced voters that it had the support of a
majority of Scots.
C financial markets reacted neutrally to polls showing the pro-independence campaign gaining
ground.
D a large majority of voters thought that independence was too financially risky.
4. The independence referendum was also motivated by the fact that
A Scottish leaders wanted to push for more independence in order to pursue a more
liberal political agenda.
B Scotland wanted to become wealthier and more populous.
C Scotland had to be freed from oppression.
D Scotland wanted to regain its lost pride and beliefs.
5. “Devo-max” means
A full independence.
B that the main UK party leaders promised Scotland greater autonomy in the field of
healthcare.
C that the Scottish Parliament will be given control over most of the reserved matters.
D that the Scottish parliament will also control foreign policy and national defence.
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II. A hallott szöveg alapján egészítse ki az alábbi mondatokat! Egy üres helyre maximum három
szót írhat! Az elsőt példaként megoldottuk. Elérhető pontszám: 5 pont
(0) Devolution is already a point of contention in UK politics, because England doesn't have its (1)
own parliament, while Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland do.
English policy is set by the (2) UK(-wide) parliament/ parliament at Westminster. Scottish MPs
get to vote on matters of English policy, but English MPs don't get to vote on matters that have been
(3) devolved to Scotland.
Conservative MPs demand that this question (4) be resolved before further devolution is granted.
There probably won't be another independence vote, as Alex Salmond will not pursue another one if
independence failed to (5) gain majority support.
2. szöveg
Children’s Rights in Ireland: Interview with the Children’s Rights Alliance
Why do you think children’s rights need strengthening in the Constitution?
Strengthening children’s rights in the Constitution will help ensure that each child is protected
equally, and the courts are guided to make decisions that are in the best interests of the child and
keep families together. Over recent years we have been shocked by high-profile cases involving the
extreme neglect and horrific exploitation of children; this is our opportunity to break away from this
legacy.
How do you think Ireland stands internationally when it comes to children’s rights?
Progress is measured internationally against the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child, which Ireland ratified in 1992; indeed Somalia and the United States of America are the only
countries not to have ratified it. The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child examines
progress made by countries; in relation to Ireland, it has recommended that children’s rights be
strengthened in our Constitution.
Where are we falling down when it comes to the welfare and protection of children?
In Ireland, we believe we value children and childhood, but the evidence proves otherwise. Nearly
25,000 cases of child abuse are reported every year in Ireland, and we are still struggling to deal
with them effectively. Too many children – over 90,000 – live below the poverty line, and are
forced to endure the winter without a warm, waterproof coat, and regular, balanced meals. More
than 23,000 children are on waiting lists for speech and language therapy and over 150 children are
inappropriately admitted into adult wards because of mental health problems.
What do you think are four practical ways to improve children’s rights?
First, the amendment will put down an invaluable marker reflecting the values of Irish society that
will serve as the foundation stone for making Ireland one of the best places in the world to be a
child. Second, all children will be treated equally, regardless of whether their parents are married or
not. Third, hundreds of children will be able to be adopted by loving foster families, many of
whom are blood relatives. Fourth, it should help the State keep families together.
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Why do you think it has taken so long for this referendum to be progressed?
Constitutional reform was first discussed over 30 years ago and so it has been a long time coming!
But the good news is that polls confirm the majority of the public want it and all political parties
support them. Though the issues themselves are straightforward enough, the wording of the
constitutional amendment must be the best it can be to strengthen children’s rights, while
maintaining the important role of parents.
http://www.paveepoint.ie/childrens-rights-referendum-interview-in-full/
Letöltés ideje: 2014. október 1. (450 szó)
2. szöveg – feladatlap
I. A hallott szöveg alapján egészítse ki az alábbi mondatokat! Egy üres helyre maximum kettő szót
írhat! Az elsőt példaként megoldottuk. Elérhető pontszám: 5 pont
The constitutional amendment will help (0) ensure that the courts are guided to make decisions that
are in the (1) best interests of the child. Over recent years there have been cases involving neglect
and (2) (horrific) exploitation of children. This is Ireland’s opportunity to (3) break away from
this legacy. Ireland (4) ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1992. The UN
Committee on the Rights of the Child examines (5) progress made by countries.
II. A hallott szöveg alapján egészítse ki a táblázatot a hiányzó információkkal! Az elsőt példaként
megoldottuk. Egy üres helyre maximum négy szót írhat! Elérhető pontszám: 5 pont
Problems relating to the
protection of children

Four ways in which the
amendment will improve
children’s rights

a) 25,000 cases of (0) child abuse annually
b) over 90,000 children live below the poverty line
c) over 23,000 children are on waiting lists for (1) speech
and language therapy or: speech/language therapy
d) over 150 children are admitted into adult wards because
of (2) mental health (problems)
a) The amendment will serve as the foundation stone.
b) All children will be (3) treated equally.
c) Children will be able to be adopted by (4) loving
(foster) families.
d) It will help the (5) State keep families together.
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